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About This Software

Chameleon Media Player is non-profit utility software that helps multitaskers reclaim their computer screen space and increase
productivity. Windows and Mac users can play video files or stream with their favorite services fullscreen, transparently atop
their desktop with full control of the apps beneath. Ideal for gaming on Steam while watching Twitch TV, or simultaneously

binging your favorite movies and TV shows while you play.

Chameleon Player loads video files (mkv, mov, mp4, avi) or one of several supported streaming sites, (YouTube, Twitch TV,
HBO GO, ABC, NBC, TBS, TNT, ESPN and others*) and displays playback in a fullscreen window over your desktop. By
making this window semi-opaque and controllably transparent, your desktop is visible and fully interactable beneath. Since

Chameleon is a tray application, all mouse and keyboard events can be passed on to all background programs or Steam games on
your computer while playing your favorite videos, youtube videos or streaming shows in the foreground.

I created the software for myself initially and found it to be such a useful tool that I wanted to share it with others. It's
completely changed the way I work -- I’ve fit an extra Coursera course into my monthly routine and was able to catch up on the
latest season of Rick and Morty with little drop in my work productivity. I also play games on Steam (of course) and being able
to watch Twitch and YouTube in the background while gaming is just awesome. I would often mute these games and listen to

WNYC or other educational podcasts, but opening this up to videos as well changes everything.

Give the free demo of Chameleon a try and see what I mean! All proceeds help our non-profit, Cinq-Mars Media, to continue
its mission of educational research and technology. Originally devised as an educational tool to help busybodies aborb online

classes while multitasking and practice learned concepts while watching lecutres, Chameleon can also function as an
entertainment app.
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** Cinq-Mars Media does not endorse or provide any of the aforementioned streaming services. These may require paid
subscriptions and are not included in the purchase of Chameleon Video Player.

* Widevine is a DRM plugin some popular streaming services like Netflix and Hulu use, and while Google offers a path for
companies to license the plugin, repeated attempts to reach out have gone ignored. Certified letters, phone calls, emails, you

name it, but rest assured we haven't given up as all the code is already baked in, awaiting certification from Widevine.
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Title: Chameleon Video Player
Genre: Education, Software Training, Utilities
Developer:
Christopher Cinq-Mars Jarvis
Publisher:
Cinq-Mars Media
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 gigahertz (GHz) or faster 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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I beat this game yesterday and from the company that made Millennium this game had a pretty good storyline to it, but it was
also weird to play through.. Fun twist to the typical Match 3, like Bejeweled. Definitely worth every penny. I like how each level
has a different objective too. Graphic design may be "young" for some, but I think it's nice to find a game that can be played
and enjoyed by any age. Little bit Match 3 + little bit Adventure + little bit puzzle = hours of bliss! (least, in my opinion!)

My only niggle is lack of a "best score" log. For example, I played level 5 twice. Score of first try was 30 points higher than my
second try. I only know due to taking screenshots as I played. I think might have been nice to have my current score after second
try, and "best score" shown from my first try. However, I can see a reason not to include. As a casual game, some may wish to
simply play & replay, without the "pressure" of beating a certain score. Among children, leaving said best score out could
encourage them to simply enjoy the game, rather than turn yet another game into a competition.

All in all, I think this game's creator did a wonderful job in making something different, yet fun. Something not only playable,
but replayable as well.. I want to like this game - but I cannot.

The idea is brilliant, but it is a mere port of the mobile version, with no effort in taking advantage of greater PC capabilities.
Certainly not justifiable of a \u00a37 price tag - should be \u00a31.49 like it's mobile Ctrl+C.

At first glance, gameplay may seem in-depth, but it is not - merely tracking an object, using a tool, waiting until a resource is
critical, resolve said resource, repeat.. Touhou game set in the nordic setting!
10/10. Bullet hell, waifus, music: everything is there. It even has actual key config (suck it ZUN).
Game has upgrade system that allows hardcore people finish it "as is" AND more casual auditory to grind abit for easier
experience (you get bonuses after finishing levels and then some if you do achievements that make your character stronger).

Game needs some minor polish but it 100% WORTH BUYING.. Addictive ! :D. The graphics are good but still have many
glitches (the stones on the sides flicker often and look like the texture on the side is missing - GeForce GTX 1050 Ti). I
expected way more from the game than walking around over and over to find some items. Also it has a couple of UI bugs like
you cannot turn off the music (when you turn it to 0 and then close the dialog when you open it again it shows 1.4 and you
essentially cannot turn off the music). I purchased this expecting relaxing short game, however the monotonous awful way too
loud step sounds which are much louder than the birds e.g. ruined this for me.
I expected it to be more like other "walking simulators" like "Dear Esther" with a clear path and I played a lot of those games. I
didn't expect something like Firewatch whatsoever especially given the low price tag but I actually did not relax at all and was
disappointed when it ended.. I feel this game can bring alot of promises. It's fun to explore and alot to learn. This has got to be
the dumbest game. I came home from a hard day at work and started to play this for the first time. I was really enjoying the
relaxing music and collecting all my mushrooms and such. I then found the cave and had to quit for a little bit only to find out
that there is no way to save the game!!!!!! Well so much for my relaxing night collecting mushrooms and frolicing through the
forest. How stupid.. Only my third returned game so far out of about 15. The other 2 were Apollo 11 and Pool Nation. This
game was just extremely boring. I believe all the excitement over this game was from months ago. It really does not stand up to
most games on the Vive right now. You grab, you point to where you want it to go and then let go of the buttons. You point and
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grab and let go over and over again. It was not very involved at all. The physics are great though. But if you are looking for
gameplay then look elsewhere.
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Good game not Great but enjoyable a little dull at moments and also a little reminiscent of Bioshock lets be real. But all in all
not a bad game with decent mechanics and interesting combat.. The game won't start. I've played the game before and it was
great, so I really do recommend it. but I don't know why it's having trouble starting. Simply a beutiful addition to aoe2!. This is
an amazing piece of software, hands down. Not only can it be sed for streaming at can also be used for gaming (Star Citizen,
Elite Dangerous etc.). I haven't used this for gaming so I'll be reviewing it from a streamers perspective.

This has made my life so much better. Once I set up what I needed for my stream everything was just a button press away. The
cherry on the cake is the live animations that this program offers which work beautifully. The seamlesss intergrations with OBS
and Twitch make stream control and comunication a breeze.

PROS:
 - Cheap
 - Massive functionality
 - Intergrations
 - Animation capabilities
 - Android and iOS app (free) with multiple device support
 - Lightweight
 - Information rich

CONS:
 - No autosave feature (so far)
 - There is a learning curve to this program
 - Takes time to set up what you want

I would like to touch on the CONS quickly. When I say learning curve what I mean is that you just need to get used to the
program, it's a little rough aroung the edges but it is a powerhouse tools and ease-of-life functionality. I highly reccommend this
to serious streamers, it is worth every cent.

I hope to see this program grow even bigger and better. Welcome to your new summer job at Fatty Bear's Pizza, where kids and
parents alike come for entertainment and food as far as the eye can see! The main attraction is Fatty Bear, of course; and his two
friends. They are animatronic robots, programmed to please the crowds! The robots' behavior has become somewhat
unpredictable at night however, and it was much cheaper to hire you as a security guard than to find a repairman.

From your small office you must watch the security cameras carefully. You have a very limited amount of electricity that you're
allowed to use per night (corporate budget cuts, you know). That means when you run out of power for the night- no more
security doors and no more lights! If something isn't right- namely if Fatty Bear or his friends aren't in their proper places, you
must find them on the monitors and protect yourself if needed!

Can you survive five nights at Fatty's?

10/10 #2spooky4me. if i were to rate this game on a scale of fuel efficiency, it would get a full tank. Relaxing and beautiful
minutes.. I read the reviews URGING me not to get it, but sometimes you just have to do something despite what others say.

So, this game is actually pretty interesting. There are some obvious bugs (textures, walls not connecting, clipping, etc.) but
they're not game shattering. This genre is generally overused, but Generation Zero found a way to make it somewhat unique.

I still haven't tried Multiplayer, but I'm interested to see how that works out.

So far, I'd rate this game a 6\/10, ESPECIALLY for the price.
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